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Outline
 Brief introduction on the topic of off-street parking
 Advantages and disadvantages of modifying requirements
 Current regulations
 Peer City research
 University towns outside of College Station

 Potential approaches and future direction



Background
 Plan of Work directed staff to explore options of reducing or 

eliminating off-street parking requirements
 Current parking requirements lead to excessive amounts of paved 

parking spaces
Outdated parking ratios and standards need to be modernized and 

made consistent with the City’s Comprehensive Plan
Majority of published material shows trends of decrease in parking



Removing/Reducing Parking Requirements
Advantages
 Allow flexibility for developers in 

determining parking demand
More efficient land use
 Fewer requests for modifications
 Encourages other modes of 

transportation
 Helps with walkability and better 

connectivity between buildings
 Combats urban heat islands

Disadvantages
 Less availability of parking
 Parking off-site may increase
More cooperation required 

between adjacent properties
 Bike parking requirements are 

directly tied to parking 
requirements
 ADA requirements



UDO Section 7.3 Off-Street Parking 
Standards
Minimum requirements based 

on uses and ratios
No cap on maximum number of 

spaces that can be provided
 Alternative parking plan options 

and incentives
 Final product most commonly 

results in excess parking 
provided Final Product

Alternatives

No Maximums

Minimums



City Reducing Minimums Special Districts w/ Reduced Parking Additional Notes

Bryan yes yes Recently revised parking ratios

Carrollton yes Yes (Transit Districts) Considering removing minimums and using 
maximums instead

Denton Yes - Has maximum cap, anything over 125% requires an 
appeal

Flower Mound no no Has maximum cap, above 20% of min needs parking 
study and Council approval

Frisco no - Consider reductions on a case-by-case basis and has 
allowance for best practices parking ratios

Lubbock yes Yes (reduced by half and has helped 
development) Will not impose any maximums

McKinney yes yes In the process of a code overhaul now

San Marcos yes yes Slight reductions to help facilitate a more walkable 
downtown

Sugar Land Yes (appropriately 
modernized ratios) - Some Council members pushed back against 

maximums



Research of Other Cities
 Bastrop: eliminated parking requirements citywide
 Fayetteville, Arkansas: no minimum, maximum based on parking 

ratios and applicant provides parking analysis
 South Bend, Indiana: multi-year public engagement
 2017, no requirements for mixed-use districts
 2018, requirements reduced by half
 2020, removed completely from 6 out of 12 zoning districts
 2021, requirements repealed for all zones and uses





Potential Approaches
1. Reevaluate and reduce parking 

minimum ratios
 Ex) Reduced ratios if certain 

proximity to bus stop
2. Replace minimums with 

maximums
 Allowances to go above the 

maximum if providing parking 
analysis
 Ex) Add community benefits like 

doubled landscaping or buffering
3. No minimums, no maximums

Direction
1. Strategies
2. Scope
3. Uses
4. Timing



Parking Trends (2019-2020)
 48 significant site plans

 40 non-residential projects
 8 residential projects

 Non-Residential
 17 of 40 (43%) provided the minimum amount or up to no more than 5 spaces above 

minimum
 16 of 40 (40%) provide at least 10 or more spaces above the minimum
 Cumulatively provided 25% extra spaces above minimum (547 more than 2,232 spaces 

required)

 Residential
 5 of 8 provided the minimum amount
 Cumulatively provided 5% extra spaces above the minimum (105 more than 2,137 

provided)
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